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the after-dark scene  by Joni sweetnight spots 

  |  for more information, turn to Listings beginning on p. 32.

focus on gin

moroccan trance
you don’t have to hop on a plane to party in marrakech. instead, head to green-
wich Village’s moroccan restaurant and lounge Le souk, where you can puff on 
a hookah, sip craft cocktails and snack on north african nosh under floating 
oriental lamps. go for live dJs every night, belly dancers on fridays and satur-
days, and occasional performances from traditional singers, snake charmers, 
fire twirlers and exotic entertainers. | Le Souk, 510 LaGuardia Pl., 212.777.5454P
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dancing with chopsticks 
a new dinner show proves there’s some truth 
to that old adage that every waiter in new york 
is really an aspiring performer. at sushi roxx, 
servers drop off surprisingly delicious sushi and 
other japanese dishes in between spontaneously 
breaking out into song and dance. the flash-mob-
style performances are manifestations of what a 
waiter must dream of doing during a lull in dinner 
service. the space itself wows with lit-up Godzilla 
pinball-inspired art, pillars made of trippy lcd 
screens, an entire wall of waving lucky cats and a 
sumo wrestler gazing from the ceiling.  
|  Sushi Roxx, 120 e. 39th St., 212.726.9500

rebellious Bar 
take one look at the massive black-and-white 
photos of horses running with windblown 
manes and classic rock stars, like the rolling 
stones and jim morrison, in all their concert 
glory on the walls of wild horse tavern, 
and you’ll understand how the restaurant 
and bar rebels against its straitlaced setting 
on the upper east side. Guests can loosen 
up with cocktails from a rock ‘n’ roll-themed 
menu, an ample selection of draft beers 
and live music.  |  wild Horse Tavern, 1629 
Second Ave., 212.300.4132

spice spot 
the same spices contained 
in jars lining the walls of 
mace, a recently opened 
bar in alphabet city, inspire 
every cocktail on the menu. 
as pretty as they are tasty, 
cocktails like cinnamon 
(above; cinnamon-infused 
pisco, Merlet crème de 
pêche, oat orgeat, lemon 
juice, egg white) incorporate  
specialty ingredients you 
won’t find anywhere else, 
including thai bird’s-eye-chili 
tincture, seaweed-infused 
scotch whisky, Batavia ar-
rack infused with pandan 
leaves and tobacco essence.  
|  Mace, 649 e. 9th St., 
212.673.1190

author aaron knoll covers 
gin in its entirety in his 
new book, GIN: The Art and 
Craft of the Artisan Revival 
in 300 Distillations (jacqui 
small, llP). it includes his-
tory, tasting notes of the 
best gins and where to find 
the top cocktails. here are 
knoll’s nyc picks:

For a gin & tonic: oceana, 
120 w. 49th st., 212.759.5941 

why? “its gin collection is 
among the best in the city, but 
it sets itself apart with its line 
of house-made tonic syrups, 
each defined only by flavor 
profile like citrus or bitter.”

For a martini: Bathtub Gin, 
132 ninth ave., 646.559.1671 

why? ”the best drink is their 
house martini: fords gin and 
dolin vermouth served up with 
olive and lemon.”

For a negroni: amor y amar-
go, 443 e. 6th st., 212.614.6818 

why? “house-crafted ver-
mouth comes directly from the 
tap, and for the adventurous, 
swap out campari for any of 
their numerous amaros.”

For a good gin cocktail: 
Pouring ribbons, 225 ave. B, 
917.656.6788  

why? “it begins with an 
approach to graphing their 
cocktails to allow patrons to 
discover new drinks or old fa-
vorites by how similar they are 
to other drinks they know. But 
their seasonal, rotating menu 
can always be counted on for 
a few fantastic gin quaffs.”

Amazon.com will offer the 
book starting Sept. 17.


